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Supporting automated driving development
State-of-the-art hardware and software products to successfully develop, test, visualize, validate, and build automated driving functions and systems.

Highlights

**EB Assist CAR Box**
- PC systems for data-logging and replaying, also used within our Hardware-in-the-Loop solutions

**EB Assist bus tools**
- Modular I/O slot cards and modules for highly precise data-logging and replaying

**EB Assist ADTF**
- Development framework with a wide range of toolboxes to extend functionality

**EB Assist Busmirror**
- Software for rest bus simulation and automated ECU testing

**EB Assist Test Lab**
- Cloud-based validation toolchain for automated driving

EB Assist comprises a comprehensive offering from a leader in embedded software and driver assistance development that covers major areas of automated driving development leading OEMs and Tier 1s across the world benefit from.

Benefits

- In-house hardware and firmware development enables a fast and flexible realization of your requirements
- Based on industry standards and therefore suited to fulfill the high demands when it comes to building flawless automated driving functions
- Single sourcing with one contact point in case of issues helps you save time and money
- Perfectly interlocking products that are high-performant and ready to use right from the start
- Dedicated trainings, professional consulting, and experienced support with short respond times help you in achieving your goals
- Profound engineering services meet even your most exceptional needs